Abstract. Nowadays, there is a big demand on using small sized CNC machine tools, which have low price tag, wide range of implementations, low manufacturing costs and can be used for educational purposes. These machines can achieve casual manufacturing routines, like milling and drilling in applications, where there is no need for high speed performances and super quality of products. In this work, we proposed a model of CNC for these machines and analysed its components and efficiency. The model consists of three main layers: CNC system (application layer), ARM based microcomputer as CAN master and controller (connecting layer) and Servo-Drive Step Motors (actuating layer).
Introduction
Servo-Drive Step Motors are traditionally considered as one of the important basic elements of technological systems for various purposes, which used in most industries. Due to their reliability of the drives that determines degree of production efficiency and level of general safety of industrial machinery.
Servo-Drive
Step Motor is a high-performance servo drive with vector control for speed and torque. This servo drive is intended for the widest possible application in engineering and other industries. The CNC system is equipped with means for setting up technological complexes, connecting to the workshop networks. Open Modular Scalable Management Architecture allows machine tool makers and end users to expand its functionality by simply integrating new software and hardware solutions.
These specifications lead us to find a way to implement these servo drives in CNC Systems, as they support CAN protocol. Here, we are looking for technical solution that can deliver correct commands from CNC controller to these motors.
Hence the main CNC controller must have these requirements to ensure the connection mechanism of third-party CAN equipment:
1. The ability to connect industrial devices of various kinds (input-output devices, controllers and drives). 2. Connection between CNC controller and CAN master accomplished using Ethernet TCP/IP standard. 3. Cycle time of data exchange in the network (TCP/IP cycle) doesn't depend on the cycle time of any terminal device (CAN cycle).
Goals of the work related to CNC
As was mentioned before it is necessary to ensure connection mechanism between the highlevel (CNC controller) and low-level (drive). This mechanism should be reliable, inexpensive, easy implemented and flexible. Currently, the solutions that are available on the market are expensive and have excessive functions and most of them are closed. This leads to the complexity and inability to use existing solutions for a cheap segment of industrial production.
Nowadays microcomputers and microcontrollers play an important role in open source programming. Also, they have a wide range of implementations due to their ability to be adapted in almost any part of applications.
We are interested in the family of microcomputers Raspberry PI3, as it supports a wide range of communication protocols such as built in Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Bluetooth and SPI adapters. Raspberry PI3 also has 40 GPIO pins, that allow us to connect other peripherals, which add supplemental functionality.
The idea is to use the Raspberry PI3 as intermediary device i.e. it is a way that ensures the connection between the CNC controller and Servo-Drive Step Motors. Here, the discussion will be about the hardware and the software solution. Raspberry PI3 can run an independent operation system, which make it a powerful tool to handle program threads and other type of synchronization procedures.
Realization of physical layer that ensures data exchange needs a hardware solution, so the schematic chip MCP2515 was used. MCP2515 is a standalone Controller Area Network (CAN) controller, that implements CAN specification v.2.0B. The MCP2515 interfaces with the Raspberry PI3 via an industry standard Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). Transceiver XCVR will be the schematic chip TJA1050, which is an interface between the Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol controller and the physical bus. The device provides differential transmit capability to the bus and differential receive capability to the CAN controller.
Used protocols to control Servo-Drive step motor using CAN
The program solution will include necessary structures, which generate corresponding and packets. Those packets request needed control information from drive and rewrite it using another format to answer the CNC controller and vice versa, i.e. getting packs from CNC to set up the needed parameter (speed, torque, PID constants, etc.) and forming the appropriate packet to send it to CAN device.
Usually parametrization device will be first step. In this step, Technical CAN protocol is implemented in the stage of parametrization. Then starts cyclic data exchange procedure, that allows to control the step drives, which are connected to CNC controller.
There are two types of protocols that ensure the connection with the motors: CAN protocol and Technical CAN. CAN protocol is used as real time protocol. Technical CAN protocol is implemented in the stage of parametrization.
CAN protocol
The current implementation uses a standard message format consisting of 11-bit identifier (ID0-ID10) and data, the length of which varies from 0 to 8 bytes. This protocol will be used in cyclic data exchange stage, that ensure continuously update working data parameters for each drive and input-output device. Within the same network, each device must have unique address in the range from 0 to 6. Address 7 is used as a broadcast address. Any parcel transmitted with a value of source address of 7 will be accepted by all drives (broadcasting).
Bitrate of data exchange will be up to 1 Mb/s corresponding to ISO 11898-2.
Technical CAN protocol
The technological protocol is intended for setting up the drive and analyzing its operation. With this protocol, the user can access both write and read to any parameters. The process protocol is transmitted to the data field D0-D6 of the drive control report message via the CAN bus. This protocol will be used to read and setup all kinds of parameters like (maximum speed, torque, PID constants, etc.)
Architectural model of used solution
Proposed model consists of CAN master realized on the base of C program, which is implemented on Raspberry PI3. This program ensures the connection between CNC system and motors. Packets which came from CNC Control system through Ethernet and corresponding messages, will be formed in Raspberry PI3 to send them to motors via CAN bus.
Next structure was used to form the desired CAN message, that will be sent to the servo motor. Where id is the CAN 11-bit identifier and data is 8*8-bit CAN data.
struct CAN_MSG { unsigned int id; unsigned char data [8] ; }; GPIO CAN HEADR SIGNAL MODULE PIN NAME ---SIGNAL #01 3,3V ---VCC #02 5V ---Extra wire to Vcc TJA1050 #06 GND ---GND #09 GND ---GND to CAN BUS #21 MISO ---SO #23 SCLK ---SCK/CLK #24 SPI0.CE0 ---CS #32 GPIO12 ---INT Raspberry PI3 plays a role of CAN controller, its mission is forming the required packets, sending them to the motors and getting the appropriately answering packet from them.
The corresponding functions that realize these procedures are:
void speed_CAN_protocole (int des,int REQUIRED_SPEED); //Set speed using CAN protocol.
void speed_technical_CAN (int des,int REQUIRED_SPEED); //Set speed using technical CAN.
void write_rasp (struct CAN_MSG can_msg); //Send the frame from raspberry PI3 to motors.
void read_status (struct CAN_MSG can_msg); //Read status from the motor (request answer). 
Conclusions
The connection established between Raspberry PI3 and Servo-Drive Step Motors using the CAN adapter MCP2515, which has 8 MHz oscillator.
Tests had been done by sending 100 requests (from Raspberry PI3 to the drives) to get information about the current speed of them and receiving 100 responds (from the drives to Raspberry PI3) containing data about current speed. 
